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a b s t r a c t

Drought is a complex natural phenomenon. The description of the way in which drought changes (moves)
in space may help to acquire knowledge on its drivers and processes to improve its monitoring and pre-
diction. This research presents the application of an approach to characterise the dynamics of drought.
Tracks, severity, duration, as well as localisation (onset and end position), and rotation of droughts were
calculated. Results of calculated droughts were compared with documented information. Data from the
Standardized Precipitation Evaporation Index (SPEI) Global Drought Monitor was used to identify
droughts in India as an example for the period 1901–2013. Results show regions where droughts with
considerable coverage tend to occur. Paths, i.e. consecutive spatial tracks, of six of the most severe
reported droughts were analysed. In all of them, areas overlap considerably over time, which suggest that
drought remains in the same region for a period of time. Results of this research are being used to build a
model to predict the spatial drought tracks, incl. India (https://www.researchgate.net/project/STAND-
Spatio-Temporal-ANalysis-of-Drought).

� 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Drought has caused numerous and extensive damage around
the world (Below et al., 2007; Sheffield and Wood, 2011;
Tallaksen and Van Lanen, 2004; Wilhite, 2000). It has been
observed across the world (Van Lanen et al., 2013). Its frequency
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varies from one region to another (Andreadis et al., 2005; Sheffield
et al., 2009; Tallaksen et al., 2009).

Although there is no unique definition of drought, it is generally
described as a result of precipitation and temperature anomalies in
a given region (Mishra and Singh, 2010; Van Loon, 2015). The spa-
tial dimension of drought has been study in last decades in order to
improve its monitoring and description (Andreadis et al., 2005;
Corzo Perez et al., 2011; Diaz et al., 2018; Diaz et al., 2019;
Herrera-Estrada et al., 2017; Lloyd-Hughes, 2012; Sheffield et al.,
2009; Tallaksen et al., 2009; Van Loon, 2015). It has been high-
lighted that a better understanding of the spatial characteristics
of drought (e.g. spatial extent, location) may improve the way in
which it is monitored and thereby reduce its impacts.

One of the first studies in which the spatial extent (area) of
drought is taken into account is the work of Yevjevich (1967). He
considers drought as a phenomenon with a territorial extension.
In his work, the time series of drought areas is calculated with pre-
cipitation data. The time series of drought areas is also used to
define the onset, end, and duration of each drought. In the absence
of observed precipitation, it was foreseen the application of the
methodology with the help of synthetic data. After, Yevjevich
and Karplus (1973) based on the methodology of Yevjevich
(1967) present an application with precipitation data in two
regions of the United States. The spatial extent is calculated
through the use of Thiessen polygons. They propose the use of a
grid system for the representation and handling of data, but it is
not implemented. In a grid system, information is arranged in a
matrix of columns and rows, where each cell has a geographical
location. In each time step, the information represented in each cell
can change.

Following the work of Yevjevich and Karplus (1973), Tase
(1976) calculates drought areas with information arranged in a
grid system, i.e. grid data. Due to the limited availability of stations
records, a technique based on Monte Carlo simulation is applied for
the generation of synthetic information. An application where
drought areas are computed with grid data, which was interpo-
lated from stations, is the study of Bhalme et al. (1980). They con-
duct a drought analysis on a monthly basis for India using
precipitation. Droughts were categorised from the most severe
(the largest average area) and in this way, the worst years in
drought were found. In Europe, Zaidman et al. (2002) estimate
the drought area with rainfall and runoff information. The data
were spatially interpolated from stations. They obtained time ser-
ies of drought areas that were used to calculate the onset, end and
duration, among others.

The aforementioned investigations consider the entire drought
area of the region under analysis as the spatial extent of the phe-
nomenon. However, Andreadis et al. (2005) propose a methodol-
ogy where the area is not considered as a whole, but as a
contiguous portion defined in space and time. Through a clustering
technique applied to the grid data, they calculate what are called
drought events. Each calculated drought event has a duration
and an area. After, Corzo Perez et al. (2011) introduce a methodol-
ogy similar to that of Andreadis et al. (2005) where the centroid of
the cluster is proposed to define the geographic location of the
drought. The methodology is applied in global simulated runoff
data. On the other hand, with a technique based on Andreadis
et al. (2005), Lloyd-Hughes (2012) calculates drought events in
Europe with precipitation. Each drought event is defined in three
dimensions. In this study, each drought has a duration, a location,
and a volume (number of cells in drought).

Posteriorly, Herrera-Estrada et al. (2017) present an analysis of
how drought moves in space. The spatial tracking of droughts is
performed by calculating the displacement between consecutive
areas in time. In this way, they identified the tracks. On the other
hand, Diaz et al. (2018) present a methodology to build the spatial
path of a drought. A path is defined as successive spatial tracks of
drought. They propose the calculation of such a path to define the
onset and end of each drought in time and in space. They foresee
that the information provided by the calculation of these drought
paths can be used to build a model that helps to predict the
drought, particularly its location and spatial extent.

Drought characterisation, i.e. the calculation of its severity,
duration, spatial extent, location, among others, has been improv-
ing in light of the new data availability and advances in spatio-
temporal analysis. This research aims to present the application
of an approach to describe the way in which drought changes
(moves) in space, namely drought dynamics. This study is a contin-
uation of the work of Diaz et al. (2019, 2018). Each drought is
defined by an onset and an end in time and in space. The severity,
duration, as well as the length of paths, localisation (onset and end
position), and rotation of droughts were calculated. To illustrate
the calculation procedure, data from the Standardized Precipita-
tion Evaporation Index (SPEI) Global Drought Monitor (Beguería
et al., 2014) was used to identify droughts in India for the period
1901–2013. Results of calculated droughts were compared with
documented information.

2. Methods and data

2.1. Characterisation of drought dynamics

In this study, drought is defined in space and time. This defini-
tion relies on tracking the spatial extent (area) of the drought in
each time step. A general approach to calculate the drought area
is described as follows (Corzo Perez et al., 2011; Diaz et al.,
2019). From hydro-meteorological data arranged in a grid system,
the water anomaly is calculated in each cell in each time step with
the help of a drought indicator (Mishra and Singh, 2010; Wanders
et al. (2010)). A drought indicator is a mathematical formulation
that converts the hydro-meteorological information into values
that indicate the water anomalies. The drought indicator retains
the same configuration of the grid system.

After the calculation of the drought indicator (DI), the condition
of drought is indicated in each cell of the grid system. When the DI
is below a threshold T, the value of 1 is placed in the cell to indicate
that it is in drought; otherwise, the value of 0 is used (Eq. (1)). This
binary representation of the drought state (DS), i.e. drought or non-
drought, is performed with the Eq. (1), which is applied in each cell
in each time step (t).

DS tð Þ ¼ 1 if DIðtÞ � T

0 if DIðtÞ>T

�
ð1Þ

For a given region, the drought area (DA) at the time step t can
be calculated in percentage as the ratio between the number of
cells in drought and the total number of cells in the region (N)
(Eq. (2)). The cell number is denoted by c.

DA tð Þ ¼ 100=N �
XN
c¼1

DS tð Þ ð2Þ

Once the binary representation of the drought condition is con-
cluded, the drought is characterised. This characterisation involves
two phases: (1) drought paths calculation, and (2) drought charac-
teristics calculation. In the following sections, both phases are
described. Fig. 1 shows a schematic overview of the methodology
carried out in this research.

2.1.1. Phase 1. Drought paths calculation
The first phase encompasses the calculation of the spatial

drought paths. A spatial drought path is defined as the union of
consecutive tracks in time. These drought tracks provide informa-
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Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the methodology for the characterisation of drought dynamics that involves two phases: (1) drought paths calculation (left), and (2) drought
characteristics calculation (right). In the spatial drought path scheme (right), centroid (p) is indicated by a point. The subscript indicates the time step. Arrows point out the
direction of each drought track. DA, ds, and dd stand for drought area, severity, and duration, respectively.
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tion on how drought moves spatially along the time. Every drought
path has an onset and an end in time and in space. We followed the
algorithm for spatial drought tracking called S-TRACK method pre-
sented by Diaz et al. (2018). The main assumption of S-TRACK is
that drought can be monitored in space by following the location
of the centroid of its spatial extent (area). The tracking algorithm
consists of three steps: (1) identification of the largest cluster of
drought in each time step; (2) localisation of the centroids; and
(3) linkage of consecutive centroids in time (Fig. 1 (left)). The three
steps of S-TRACK algorithm are described as follows.

Step 1. Identification of the largest cluster of drought
For the calculation of drought paths, the data from the binary

representation of the drought state is used. As mentioned, in this
data, the state of drought and non-drought is indicated with 1 s
and 0 s, respectively, in each cell in each time step. The first task
to identify the largest cluster of drought in each time step is the
calculation of contiguous drought areas (CDA). By means of a
connected-component labelling approach, the clustering of CDAs
is performed. This approach connects neighbouring cells in
drought (cells with a value of 1) (Corzo Perez et al., 2011). This pro-
cedure allows the calculation of the largest cluster (the one with
the maximum area) in each time step.

Step 2. Localisation of the centroids
The centroid (p) is calculated for the largest cluster in each time

step (Fig. 1). Coordinates of this point are used to define the geo-
graphic location of each drought area.

Step 3. Linkage of consecutive centroids in time
Two consecutive centroids in time are linked (or not) through

the application of an algorithm that takes into account both the
cluster area (A) and the distance between the centroids (Dl). These
two variables (A & Dl) are limited with the use of four threshold
parameters denoted by a, b, c, and d. The first two control A and
the last two controlDl. The linkage of consecutive centroids in time
is performed as follows. Firstly, the cluster area A is located in one
of the two area size categories: normal or very large. A cluster has a
normal size if A is above the parameter a and below the parameter
b. If A is above the parameter b, the cluster has a very large size.
When A is below the parameter a, the centroid of the cluster is
not connected, and the procedure ends. After the categorisation
of the cluster area, the distance between centroids Dl is analysed.
For a normal size area, if Dl is below the parameter c, the centroid
is linked. On the other hand, in the case of a very large size area, the
centroid is linked if Dl is below the parameter d. The distinction
between two area sizes was proposed due to it may happen that
in very large areas the centroids can be located very far from each
other, and then the distance between them fall outside of the limit
established by a single parameter of distance. For this reason, two
parameters are used to constrain Dl. The union of two centroids is
called drought track.

After the application of S-TRACK method, two main outputs are
obtained for each drought path: the coordinates of the centroids (x,
y), and the areas of the largest clusters (DAs) (Fig. 1 (right)). The
procedure for the calculation of drought characteristics is
described in the following paragraph.

2.1.2. Phase 2. Drought characteristics calculation
After the calculation of drought paths, the onset and end in

time, duration, severity, as well as the onset and end location,
length of the path, and rotation are calculated for each drought
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(Fig. 1 (right)). It is considered that a drought has an onset and an
end in time and in space in the same way as Andreadis et al. (2005),
Corzo Perez et al. (2011), Herrera-Estrada et al. (2017), and Lloyd-
Hughes (2012). We follow the DDRASTIC-spatial methodology to
calculate the aforementioned characteristics. DDRASTIC-spatial
stands for Drought DuRAtion, SeveriTy and Intensity Computing-
spatial events. This methodology is based on the work of Diaz
et al. (2019). In this approach, severity is related to the temporal
change of the size of the drought area (DA). In this second phase,
two outputs of the drought paths calculation phase are used: time
series of areas of the largest clusters, and coordinates of centroids.
Phase 2 is organised in two steps according to the characteristics
calculated with each type of output obtained in phase 1.

Step 1. Characteristics calculated with time series of areas of the
largest clusters

Drought duration (dd) and severity (ds) are obtained with Eqs.
(3) and (4), respectively (Fig. 1 (right)). The times ti and tf are the
onset and end of the drought. DA is the drought area at each time
step t (Eq. (2)). Drought intensity (di) is expressed as the ratio
between duration and severity (Eq. (5)). Drought areas correspond
to those of the largest clusters.

dd ¼ ti� tf þ 1 ð3Þ

ds ¼
Xtf
t¼ti

DA tð Þ ð4Þ

di ¼ ds=dd ð5Þ
Step 2. Characteristics calculated with coordinates of centroids
With the centroids of the first and last cluster, the onset and end

location are identified. The position (location) of a centroid can be
one of the following: centre (C), east (E), northeast (NE), north (N),
northwest (NW), west (W), southwest (SW), south (S) and south-
east (SE). Arbitrarily, the origin of the axes to define the location
is located in the centroid of the region under study. Direction is
defined with the onset and end location.

Rotation (dr) is determined with the coordinates x and y of
the n centroids of each drought path (Eq. (6)). To define rotation,
two labels are proposed: mostly clockwise (mc), and mostly
counter-clockwise (mcc). Eq. (6) is based on the methodology
for the calculation of a polygon area where coordinates of its
vertices are used. In that methodology, the area is calculated
as half the absolute value of q. When q is below zero, rotation
is assigned as mostly clockwise; when q is above zero, rotation
is mostly counter-clockwise; and when q is zero, rotation is not
defined.

q ¼ x1 � xnð Þ y1 þ ynð Þ þ
Xn�1

i¼1

xiþ1 � xið Þ yiþ1 þ yi
� � ð6Þ

Finally, the length of each drought path (L) is calculated as the
sum of the lengths of all the sections (drought tracks).

2.2. Study area and data

To illustrate the procedure to apply the approach to charac-
terise the dynamics of droughts, we have selected a ‘‘real-world
case”, i.e. India, which regularly suffers from drought. In principle,
any other region would also qualify. Moreover, we have selected
the Standardized Precipitation Evaporation Index (SPEI) (Vicente-
Serrano et al., 2010), but any other drought indicator can be cho-
sen. Data from the SPEI Global Drought Monitor (http://spei.csic.
es/) was used (Beguería et al., 2014) for drought tracking and char-
acterisation of drought dynamics. SPEI has been extensively tested
in many studies (Bachmair et al., 2015, 2016; Blauhut et al., 2016;
Stagge et al., 2015; Vicente-Serrano et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2015).
Methodology to calculate SPEI is similar to that used in the Stan-
dardized Precipitation Index (SPI) proposed by Mckee et al.
(1993), but considering the difference between precipitation (P)
and potential evaporation (E) instead of only P. SPEI data from
the drought monitor are in a grid form for different temporal
aggregation periods. In this study, we used SPEI-6, which corre-
sponds to anomalies of the six-month accumulation of P - E. This
aggregation usually refers to extended periods of lack of water
availability; therefore consequences of what is commonly called
meteorological drought are closer to that caused by the so-called
hydrological drought (World Meteorologic Organization (WMO).
(2012)). In this study, we consider arbitrarily SPEI-6 as the drought
indicator to characterise past droughts. The analysis was con-
ducted on a monthly basis. The spatial resolution of SPEI-6 data
is 0.5 degree.

2.3. Experimental setup

2.3.1. Drought areas calculation
The drought tracking algorithm focuses on the analysis of the

largest drought areas, which can represent the most severe
droughts. As mentioned in the description of S-TRACK (Sect.
2.1.1), within the algorithm, a clustering technique is performed
in each time step to calculate the largest cluster of all cells in
drought. Before the application of S-TRACK, we checked the similar-
ity in size of the entire area in drought and that of the largest cluster.

This first task can be considered as an evaluation of the suitabil-
ity of the application of S-TRACK method. The main objective is to
verify that the area of the largest cluster is very close to the total. If
not, when more than one spatial extent is present at the same time
step, the current version of S-TRACK may miscalculate the path.
The modification of S-TRACK algorithm is beyond the scope of this
work.

Drought areas were calculated for the period 1901–2013 on a
monthly basis. The drought indicator threshold (T) of �1 was used
to indicate drought in each cell of the SPEI-6 data with Eq. (1). This
approach allowed the computation of the area in percentage as the
ratio between the number of cells in drought and the total number
of cells in the region (1,173 cells in total in India). The entire area in
drought (DA) was computed in each time step considering all cells
in drought with Eq. (2). For the case of that of the largest cluster
(DA_largest), firstly, the same clustering technique used by S-
TRACK method was carried out to calculate the largest clusters
and then the areas were computed following the procedure applied
in DA.

2.3.2. Parameters selection for the spatial tracking algorithm
In S-TRACK method, four thresholds parameters have to be set:

a, b, c and d. Parameter c is used as the threshold of the distance
between centroids to join areas between the interval indicated
by parameters a and b. On the other hand, parameter d is used to
connect areas above the threshold indicated by the parameter b.
The most suitable parameters are those that allow the identifica-
tion of well-known droughts that occurred in the study region. In
this research, two sources that present relevant information from
reported droughts were retrieved and analysed as an example.
These are the Emergency Events Database (EM-DAT) (Guha-Sapir,
2018) and the work of Bhalme et al. (1980), here denoted as
EMD and B&M, respectively.

A catalogue of reported droughts was elaborated for the period
1901 to 2013 based on the analysis of the works of EMD and B&M.
Table A1 (Appendix A) presents a summary of the information
reported by EMD and B&M on the reported droughts (columns 2
to 5). The droughts are indicated per year, as presented in EMD

http://spei.csic.es/
http://spei.csic.es/
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and B&M (column 2). EMD provides an identifier (Id) for each
drought (column 3). In 1964, EMD points out two droughts in
the same year. We consider both droughts as one to conduct the
comparison year by year (drought with the identifier (Id) no. 9).
We found a total of 21 droughts for the period 1901 to 2013. Col-
umns 4 and 5 of Table A1 show the source of where each drought
was originally analysed. Due to the lack of detailed information on
the onset and the end in time, we carried out visual inspection of
the spatial sequence of drought areas to determine this informa-
tion for each of the 21 droughts (Figs. A1 to A3, Appendix A). The
onset in time was chosen as the month where the beginning of
the drought area increase is observed. Similarly, the end was
selected as the month where such an area ends up growing. In each
reported drought, when there was any difficulty in assigning the
onset (end), the reason was indicated in Table A1. When two or
more areas were observed at the same time step, the onset (end)
was proposed based on the largest one. In these cases of more of
one area, a recommendation was given to consider or not the
drought’s information in the procedure of parameters’ selection
(Table A1).

The four parameters a, b, c, and d were set by means of a two-
step procedure described as follows.

(1) Calibration (selection): with different combinations of four
parameters, the onset and the end of calculated droughts were
obtained after the application of S-TRACK method following the
procedure indicated in Sect. 2.1.2. Calibration step was performed
with a sub-sample of the reported droughts. The number of times
(hits) that the computed and catalogue-based onsets and ends
agree was calculated. We selected the quartet of parameters that
retrieved the most hits.

(2) Validation (verification): for a second sub-sample of
reported droughts, the comparison of their onsets and ends was
performed using the parameters selected in the previous step. This
second phase allowed us to confirm the suitability of the selected
parameters to represent the most droughts.

From the catalogue of 21 reported droughts (Table A1), we con-
sidered eight for Calibration and eight for Validation step. Droughts
considered for the Calibration are almost all before the 1960s, and
those for the Validation are after the 1960s. Five droughts were not
considered in this process due to the reasons shown in Table A1.
The parameters a and b were considered as qth percentiles of the
drought area, whereas the parameters c and d as qth percentiles
of the distance between centroids. Although considering the
parameters as percentiles allows us to take values from 0 to 100,
the intervals were selected based on the order of magnitude of
the drought areas and distances. In this way, the following
Fig. 2. Percentage of drought area in India considering all cells (DA) and only those o
DA_largest vs. DA (right). Pearson coefficient (R) is indicated for four intervals of DA_lar
intervals were chosen for the Calibration-Validation procedure: a
from 10 to 50, b from 50 to 90, c form 50 to 90, and d from 50 to 90.

2.3.3. Analysis of drought paths and characteristics
Drought paths and drought characteristics were analysed in

two parts: (1) the patterns of all paths of droughts for the whole
period 1901–2013 (Sect. 3.3.1), and (2) the patterns of the most
severe reported droughts (Sect. 3.3.2). We select for the second
part of the analysis the droughts of 1905, 1965, 1972, 1987,
2000, and 2002, based on their severe impacts reported.

3. Results

3.1. Drought areas

Fig. 2 (left) shows the area of all cells in drought (DA) and that of
the largest cluster (DA_largest) for the period 1901–2013. In the
extreme cases (maximum and minimum values) DA_largest is
more or less similar to DA. The Pearson correlation coefficient (R)
was calculated for four intervals of DA_largest presented in Fig. 2
(right). The best R coefficient was observed in the intervals of
DA_largest � 10 and DA_largest � 50%, i.e. the small and large
areas. The lowest R coefficient was obtained for DA_largest
between 10 and 30%. Results indicate that for DA_largest values
greater than or equal to 30%, DA_largest and DA are very similar.
Therefore, it was found that the area in drought of the larger clus-
ter is a good proxy for monitoring the drought area of the region.

3.2. Parameters selection for the spatial tracking algorithm

Fig. 3 shows the number of hits obtained in the Calibration step
for the combinations of the four parameters. A hit refers to the
simultaneous coincidence of the onset and the end in time of
reported droughts (Table A1) and those calculated with the
drought tracking algorithm. In Fig. 3, the number of hits is dis-
played from 1 to 8, where 8 indicates a perfect match. Each number
of hits is represented by a colour. The results are arranged as fol-
lows. Three 3D scatter plots were prepared for the parameter
a = 30, 40, and 50 percentile. In each graph, the horizontal axes cor-
respond to b (50 to 100) and c (50 to 100), whereas the vertical one
to d (50 to 100). To display the results in Fig. 3, the parameter
intervals were selected to show the subset of the parameter space
where the maximum number of hits was found. It was observed
that more than one combination of parameters produced the same
number of hits. According to the maximum number of hits, we
selected the following parameters: a = 40, b = 50, c = 50, d = 90
f the largest cluster (DA_largest) for period 1901–2013 (left), and scatter-plot of
gest.



Table 1
Difference in months between the calculated onsets and ends, and those based on the catalogue of droughts in India (Table A1) for the Calibration (left), and Validation (right)
procedure.

Calibration Validation

From catalogue Calculated diff. in onset diff. in end From catalogue Calculated diff. in onset diff. in end
Onset End Onset End Onset End Onset End

1905/6 1906/5 1905/6 1906/5 0 0 1965/5 1966/5 1965/5 1966/5 0 0
1911/7 1912/2 1911/7 1912/2 0 0 1966/7 1967/2 1966/7 1967/2 0 0
1915/7 1916/1 1915/7 1916/1 0 0 1972/4 1973/6 1972/4 1973/7 0 1
1918/4 1919/2 1918/4 1919/2 0 0 1979/8 1980/2 1979/9 1980/2 1 0
1920/6 1921/7 1920/6 1921/7 0 0 1993/6 1993/12 1993/7 1994/1 1 1
1942/10 1943/3 1942/10 1943/3 0 0 2000/8 2001/6 2000/8 2001/6 0 0
1964/3 1964/6 1964/3 1964/6 0 0 2002/6 2003/1 2002/4 2002/12 2 1
1987/6 1988/2 1987/6 1988/2 0 0 2009/6 2010/1 2009/6 2010/1 0 0

No. hits
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

a = 50

b                           c

d

a = 40

b                          c

d

a = 30

b                            c

d

Fig. 3. Number of hits between onsets and ends from calculated and reported droughts (max. 8) for different combinations of parameters a, b, c and d. The selected
combination is indicated with a red circle (centre). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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(Fig. 3 (centre)), although a = 50 and b = 50 produces the same
number of hits (Fig. 3 (left)). We chose the former combination
because parameter a must be less than b. Table 1 shows the calcu-
lated and catalogue-based onsets and ends, as well as their differ-
ences for both Calibration and Validation steps. The difference in
months was minimal for most of the droughts, even in the Valida-
tion step. Only in one of the eight droughts, the difference in onset
and end was more than one month.
Historical overview from 1901 t
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two months 

duration
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Droughts of duration longe
(84)

1901-1935
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1

Analysis of d

Fig. 4. Schematic overview of the way in which the analysis of drough
3.3. Drought paths and characteristics

The analysis of the paths and characteristics of the droughts
was carried out in two parts: (1) the entire period of analysis (his-
torical overview) (Sect. 3.3.1), and (2) the worst years in drought
(Sect. 3.3.2). Fig. 4 shows the way in which the drought analysis
is organised. The number of droughts is pointed out in brackets
in each case.
o 2013
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3.3.1. Historical overview
In the period 1901–2013, a total of 111 droughts were identi-

fied. Of this total, 27 had a duration equal to two months, and 84
lasted longer than two months. Firstly, the results of the two-
month droughts are described in the following paragraph. After,
the results of those of more than two months are presented.

Of the two-month droughts, 70% occurred in the first semester
and 30% in the second semester of the year (Table A2). Of the
droughts that occurred in the first part of the year, the intensity
was 12.9%/month, i.e. 12.9 percent on average per month. The
average length of paths was 8.8 km. For the second half, they were
7.4%/month and 2.9 km, respectively. It was found that 9 out of 19
(47%) droughts of the first semester started and ended in similar
locations. In the case of the droughts of the second semester, 7
out of 8 (88%) do so (Table A2). Judging by the occurrence of the
two-month droughts shown in Fig. A4, it seems that some of them
were remnants or starts of others with longer durations.

The droughts lasting more than two months were analysed in
two groups. A difference has to be made between droughts that
start and end in different years and those that do so in the same
year, named here as over-the-year and within-year droughts,
respectively, in a similar way as Arena et al. (2006). The over-
the-year and within-year droughts presented different patterns.
In this research, drought is considered as over-the-year, even if
its duration is less than 12 months.

Furthermore, the analysis period was split into three sub-
periods: 1901–1935, 1936–1970, and 1971–2013 following the
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Fig. 5. Length of the path (L), severity (ds), intensity (di), and duration (dd) of the over-th
test for linear regression shown the Table A3.
results of Mallya et al. (2015). They reported that there was a dif-
ferent behaviour of the meteorological drought in each of the three
periods over the study region. The length of paths, duration, sever-
ity and intensity of the over-the-year droughts are shown in Fig. 5,
and those of the within-year droughts are presented in Fig. 6.

Regarding the over-the-year droughts, Fig. 5 (upper left) shows
a significant linear relationship between the duration and severity
(Table A3). The slope of the duration-severity line was greater in
the first period 1901–1935, following that of the period 1936–
1970. The lowest slope corresponds to the third period 1971–
2013. The average of duration (in months), and severity (in per-
centage) were 9.8 and 238 for the period 1901–1935; 9.9 and
184.8 for 1936–1970; and 9.6 and 174.1 for 1971–2013. It was
observed that the average duration almost remains unchanged
over the three periods, whereas average severity gradually
decreases from the first to the third period. This reduction in sever-
ity across the three periods explains the decrease in the slope of
the duration-severity line. The slight decrease in average duration
in the period 1971–2013 was due in part to the presence of more
droughts with short durations (less than 10 months), as Fig. 5
shows (upper panels). Droughts with longer durations were more
present in the periods 1901–1935 and 1971–2013. A smaller num-
ber of droughts was observed in the period 1936–1970. Fig. 5
(upper right) points out that the intensity increases proportionally
to the duration. After a certain duration, the intensity decreases
instead of increasing. This pattern was observed in the three peri-
ods. It was appreciated that the proportional increase in intensity
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occurs for durations of less than 12 months. The average intensity
for the period 1901–1935, 1936–1970, and 1971–2013 was 23.7,
18.1, and 17.3%/month, respectively. Fig. 5 (lower left) allows see-
ing that the severity also increases proportionally to the total
length of the paths (Table A3). The slope of severity-length line
of the period 1901–1935 was similar to that of the period 1971–
2013, with the difference that in the last period the severity was
lower for the same length compared to the first period. It seems
that the slope of the severity-length line was lower in the period
1936–1970. The average length was 12.3, 14, and 11.1 km for the
period 1901–1935, 1936–1970, and 1971–2013, respectively.
Fig. 5 (bottom right) indicates that droughts with higher intensities
had a length-duration relationship between 100 and 300 km/-
month (~1 to 3 degree/month). In the over-the-year droughts, it
was found that the longer the drought, the larger the length of
the path for the three periods (Table A3).

Respecting the within-year droughts, results are presented in
Fig. 6 in a similar way to Fig. 5. The severity and duration relation-
ship did not appear to be strongly linear in these droughts as Fig. 6
(upper left) and Table A3 point out. The average duration (in
months) and severity (in percentage) were 4.2 and 74.4 for the per-
iod 1901–1935; 4.1 and 57.4 for 1936–1970; and 5.3 and 95.7 for
1971–2013. Fig. 6 (top right) reveals that there is no linear rela-
tionship between intensity and duration. The highest intensities
were observed in the periods 1901–1935 and 1971–2013. The
average intensity for the period 1901–1935, 1936–1970, and
1971–2013 was 17, 14.3, and 17%/month, respectively. In general,
the linear relationship between severity and length of the paths
was not found (Fig. 6 (bottom left) and Table A3). The average
length for the period 1901–1935, 1936–1970, and 1971–2013
was 8.3, 8.8, and 10.3 km, respectively. In Fig. 6 (bottom right), a
drought was observed with considerable intensity. This drought
occurred in 2002. According to Guha-Sapir (2018), the most severe
historical droughts over India were 1987 and 2002. The results
indicated that both droughts showed similar intensities, durations,
and lengths of the paths: 34%/month, nine months, and 1,761 km
for the 1987 drought; and 40.2%/month, nine months, and
2,271.4 km for the 2002 drought. In within-year droughts, it was
not found a linear relationship between the length of path and
duration, in general (Table A3).

Fig. 7 presents the relative frequency of three characteristics of
the over-the-year droughts. These characteristics are month of
onset and end, initial and final location, as well as rotation. Regard-
ing the month of onset, it was observed that in the periods 1901–
1935 and 1936–1970, droughts started in the second semester,
while in the third period (1971–2013), they started in the second,
and first semester. The months with greater frequency for the per-
iod 1901–1935 were June and July, while for 1936–1970 they were
August and July. In the period 1971–2013, August seems to have a
frequency slightly higher than the other months. About the month
of the end, this seems to fell in the first semester in each of the
three periods. In addition, for the period 1901–1935, February
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and April were the months with the greatest frequency; in 1936–
1970, they were February and June; and for 1971–2013, they were
February and April. On the other hand, in the period 1901–1935,
the initial locations appear to be the south, west and centre; the
south and west in 1936–1970; and the south, east and north in
1971–2013. The final location in 1901–1935 was the south; the
centre in 1936–1970; and in the last period (1971–2013), no pre-
dominant final location was identified. The relative frequencies
of the pathways (routes) are displayed in Figs. A5 to A7, for each
period, respectively. In 1901–1935, south-to-south, west-to-
south, and centre-to-centre pathways presented the highest rela-
tive frequencies; in 1936–1970, south-to-centre did so; and in
1970–2013, there was no predominant route observed. The occur-
rence of droughts with pathways with a similar initial and final
location, for example south-to-south in the period 1901–1935
(Fig. A5), is maybe associated with droughts that grow by expand-
ing their spatial extent and then shrink while maintaining their
location in a particular site. In all three periods, this type of
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behaviour was observed. Finally, about to rotation, the relative
frequency of mostly clockwise was slightly higher in the period
1901–1935, while in the periods 1936–1970 and 1971–2013, it
was mostly counter-clockwise.

Similar to Fig. 7, Fig. 8 displays the relative frequency of the
onset and end month, initial and final location, as well as rotation
of the within-year droughts. The month of onset was mostly
located in the first three quarters of the year in all three periods.
May was the month with the highest relative frequency for the
period 1901–1935; May and August for 1936–1970; and May
and February for 1971–2013. Moreover, the month of the end with
the highest frequency for the period 1901–1935 was April; June
and November for 1936–1970; and May and November for
1971–2013. Concerning the initial location, in the period 1901–
1935, the north had the highest frequency; the south and east in
1936–1970; and the east in 1971–2013. Regarding the final loca-
tion, for 1901–1935, there was no predominant one identified;
for 1936–1970, it was observed that the north and east had the
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highest frequency; and for 1971–2013, the east did so. Figs. A8 to
A10 present the relative frequencies of the pathways (routes) of
the droughts for the periods 1901–1935, 1936–1970, and 1971–
2013, respectively. In the period 1901–1935, the north-to-north
pathway showed a higher relative frequency; and east-to-east
pathway did so for 1936–1970 and 1970–2013. Apparently, the
pattern where the initial and final location are similar had the
highest frequencies in all three periods. As mentioned, this pattern
may indicate that droughts grow by expanding their spatial extent
and then shrinking at a certain magnitude in particular site. Finally,
regarding the rotation, for the periods 1901–1935 and 1936–1970
a predominant pattern was not identified. In the period 1971–
2013, it was observed that mostly counter-clockwise frequency
was predominantly superior.

3.3.2. The worst years in drought
Paths of the most extreme years in drought (1905, 1965, 1972,

1987, 2000, and 2002) in India are presented in Fig. 9. In all cases,
drought areas overlap considerably in the last time steps, which
suggests that the spatial extent after reaching a considerable size,
maybe it remains more or less in the same region. The staying of
large drought areas in the same region over time may explain
the severity of droughts in these years, and hence these were
reported because of their impacts. For the most severe reported
droughts (1987, 2002) a pattern was detected: it was observed that
drought areas in the initial phase moved around, but then over-
lapped considerably at the end. In terms of spatial extent, 2000
and 2002 droughts were the largest. In Fig. 9 the average of inten-
sity, duration, length of the path, and rotation are provided for each
drought.

Of the droughts shown in Fig. 9, with an intensity of 40.2%/month,
the 2002 drought had the highest value. The intensities range
between ~ 25 and 40%/month; the durations between 9 and
16 months; and the lengths between ~ 2,000 and 5,500 km. The
length and duration rate run between ~ 200 and 350 km/month. It
was noted that the rotation (dr) for the 1905 and 1965 droughts
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was mostly counter-clockwise (mcc) and for those of 1972, 1987,
2000, and 2002, it was mostly clockwise (mc). There was no predom-
inant route followed by droughts in these years, but it seems that the
regions where the centres of the worst ones were located are the
west, south, and centre for droughts of 1905, 1965 and 1972, while
the north, east, and centre for the ones of 1987, 2000 and 2002.
4. Discussion

4.1. Droughts in India

Results of location, intensity, and duration of calculated
droughts are discussed in this paragraph. Previous studies con-
ducted in India were consulted and analysed to compare the find-
ings of this research. The zones where the droughts have most
frequently occurred, apparently have not been the same through-
out the period of analysis. This has also been reported in other
studies. For example, Mallya et al. (2015) found that in the period
1901–1935, a greater number of cells in drought were located in
the south and centre; in the period 1936–1970, it occurred in the
east; and in the period 1971–2004, it was in the east and centre.
They also found that in the period 1936–1970, the percentage of
the drought area was lower than in the other two periods. In the
same way, Naresh Kumar et al. (2012) reported an increase in
the number of cells in drought in the 1970 s, 1980 s, 1990 s, and
2000 s. They also pointed out the years where the cells in drought
showed a high persistence, i.e. cells in conditions of continuous
drought. These years were 1984, 1972, 1974 and 2002. Addition-
ally, Mishra et al. (2016) found an increase in the drought areas
in the period 1960–2000 compared to those of the period 1920–
1959. Regarding the duration of droughts, Mallya et al. (2015)
reported the longest ones in the 1971–2004 period, after 1901–
1935, and finally 1936–1970. Results shown in Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8
are in line with the findings of Mallya et al. (2015), Naresh
Kumar et al. (2012), and Mishra et al. (2016). It seems that the
drought patterns of the first third of the 20th century and the last
one are more or less similar in terms of intensity and duration.

In relation to the onset and end location, as well as the rotation
of calculated droughts, it was not found a similar study for India. In
this case, results were discussed considering the researches con-
cerning the monsoon precipitation (June to September) in India,
which is the main amount of annual rainfall. Monsoon precipita-
tion represents about 80% of the annual total. Some authors have
reported that since 1950 there has been a decrease in the amount
of this seasonal rainfall (Mishra et al., 2016). Apparently, in con-
trast, Goswami et al. (2006) reported an increase in the frequency
of extreme rain events and a significant decrease in the frequency
of moderates for the same period. They performed an analysis on a
daily basis. In general, the results of the daily and seasonal analysis
show a decline in the amount of rainfall in the monsoon season,
while on the other hand, daily rainfall events have increased in
the same period. This suggests that the amount of monsoon rainfall
has decreased and its distribution over time changed, concentrat-
ing on extreme events.

The reported on the changes in monsoon precipitation and
extreme rain events (Mishra et al., 2016; Goswami et al., 2006)
can partially explain the change in patterns of the onset and end
location, as well as the rotation. During the periods 1901–1935
and 1936–1970, the mentioned characteristics (onset and end
location, and rotation) are very similar, but for the period 1971–
2013, the patterns seem to have changed. The shift on the patterns
of daily and seasonal precipitation were also observed more or less
in the same period. This suggest that in a certain way, the decrease
of the rain of the monsoon season as well as its concentration in
time, with the consequent increase in the frequency of extreme
events of rainfall, has caused a modification in the spatial distribu-
tion of the drought areas, which could cause the changes in the
indicated patterns. Regarding the most severe years in drought,
this shift in the rotation pattern was also observed. The droughts
of 1905 and 1965 presented a mostly counter-clockwise rotation
(mcc), whereas those of 1972, 1987, 2000, and 2002 shown a
mostly clockwise rotation (mc). Moreover, although a predominant
onset and end location was not observed, it is identified that in the
case of the 1905, 1965, and 1972 droughts, locations were pre-
sented mainly in the southwest, while in those of 1987, 2000,
and 2002, in general, locations were observed in the northwest.

4.2. Limitations

In this research, for the calculation of the spatial extent of the
drought, only the information of the drought indicator was consid-
ered. This drought indicator is calculated with meteorological infor-
mation (precipitation and evapotranspiration). The effects that
topography and land use could have on the delineation of drought
areas are not taken into account. These factors can be included, for
instance, with the use of a drought indicator that evaluates the
drought condition on the land surface (e.g. Corzo Perez et al., 2011).

In addition, in this study, a single combination of parameters
was used to identify the drought paths for a specific drought indi-
cator. Moreover, a unique drought indicator threshold was used for
the calculation of the spatial extent of droughts (Sect. 2.3.1
Drought areas calculation). This threshold is widely used in studies
of drought; however, it is suggested to explore other values in
future studies.

5. Summary and conclusions

This research presents an application of an approach to describe
the way in which drought moves in space, namely drought dynam-
ics. This approach allows the identification of droughts delimited
by an onset and an end in time and in space. Paths (consecutive
spatial drought tracks), length of path, severity, duration, as well
as localisation (onset and end position), and rotation of droughts
were calculated. The occurrence of calculated droughts was com-
pared with documented information.

With a calibration–validation procedure, parameters were
assigned to the drought tracking algorithm S-TRACK for the identi-
fication of spatial drought paths. In the calibration–validation pro-
cedure, the onset and end in time of calculated droughts were
compared with those inferred from reported droughts.

In the framework of this research, the study of the implications
on the choice of different combinations of parameters over the
construction of paths and characterisation of droughts was also
conducted. The description of such an experiment accompanied
by a detailed introduction of the drought tracking algorithm were
also prepared for a parallel publication.

Further research is being developed to build a model to predict
the spatial drought tracks. This model is based on Machine Learn-
ing techniques. Details on this research can be consulted at www.
researchgate.net/project/STAND-Spatio-Temporal-ANalysis-of-
Drought.

Summary of main findings for India are the following:
From the historical overview from 1901 to 2013:

� Location and rotation of the droughts have been changed across
the country over time.
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� Some routes by droughts were identified when observing the
historical drought paths.

Regarding the worst years in drought: 1905, 1965, 1972, 1987,
2000, and 2002:

� For these years, it is observed that drought areas overlap con-
siderably over time.

� There is no predominant route followed by droughts in these
years.

� The part where the worst droughts were located has been not
the same over the time.

� For the most severe droughts (1987, 2002), it was detected that
both had similar magnitude and duration but shown different
paths.

� In terms of spatial extent, 2000 and 2002 droughts showed the
largest areas.
Table A1
Summary of the catalogue of reported droughts in India. Own elaboration with information from Emergency Events Database (EMD, Guha-Sapir, 2018), Bhalme and Mooley
(1980), and Standardized Precipitation Evaporation Index (SPEI)-6 data (http://spei.csic.es/) (Figs. A1 to A3). Cal. and Val. are the abbreviations of Calibration and Validation. The
Cal. and Val. columns provide information on years that have been used for the calibration and validation procedure. Some years were not considered, the reason is indicated in
each case (Observation column).

# Year Disaster Id. Reported in Based on SPEI-6 drought areas For parameters selection

EMD B&M Onset End Observation(s) Cal. Val. Not consider

1 1905 x 1905/6 1906/5 x
2 1911 x 1911/7 1912/2 x
3 1915 x 1915/7 1916/1 x
4 1918 x 1918/4 1919/2 There seems to be a short drought from 1918/

04 to 1918/06.
x

5 1920 x 1920/6 1921/7 The end is not clear. x
6 1941 x 1941/6 1942/1 Do not consider for Sel. (Eva.). More than one

cluster is observed. Onset and end
are based on the largest one.

x

7 1942 1942–9003 x 1942/10 1943/3 Drought with small areas. x
8 1951 x 1951/7 1952/2 Difficult to identify onset (end) because of

many small clusters.
x

9 1964 1964–9009 and
1964–9044

x 1964/3 1964/6 x

10 1965 1965–9073 x x 1965/5 1966/5 Onset is not clear. x
11 1966 x 1966/7 1967/2 Do not consider for Sel., only for Eva. It is

observed more than one cluster. Onset
and end are based on the largest one.

x

12 1972 1972–9073 x x 1972/4 1973/6 End is not clear. x
13 1974 x 1974/3 1975/2 Same as 6. x
14 1979 1979–9005 x 1979/8 1980/2 Same as 11. x
15 1982 1982–9350 x 1982/7 1983/2 Do not consider for Sel. and Eva. Areas in the

sequence are small and widely separated.
x

16 1987 1987–9024 x 1987/6 1988/2 x
17 1993 1993–9472 x 1993/6 1993/12 Same as 11. x
18 1996 1996–9328 x 1996/6 1997/2 Same as 6. x
19 2000 2000–9222 x 2000/8 2001/6 Same as 11. x
20 2002 2002–9349 x 2002/6 2003/1 Same as 11. x
21 2009 2009–9323 x 2009/6 2010/1 Same as 11. x
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Appendix A
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Table A2
Summary of statistics of two-month droughts. The number of droughts (n), minimum (min), maximum (max), mean, and standard deviation (SD) are presented. In the direction
column, the cases when the onset and end location are similar is indicated (*).

1st semester 2nd semester

n=19 n=8
min max mean SD min max mean SD

Intensity [%/month] 7.1 30.1 12.9 6.3 Intensity [%/month] 5.8 10.4 7.4 1.5
Length [km] 0.4 25.9 8.8 8.2 Length [km] 0.2 15.4 2.9 4.7
Number of droughts per direction and location
Direction no. of droughts no. of similar

Onset and End
locations

Direction no. of droughts no. of similar
Onset and End
locations

C to C* 1 9 N to N* 2 7
C to N 1 NW to NW* 1
E to E* 4 S to S* 1
E to N 1 SE to NW 1
E to S 1 SW to SW* 3
N to N* 2 Total 8
NE to E 1
NW to NW* 1
NW to S 1
S to E 1
S to S* 1
S to W 1
SW to N 1
SW to S 1
W to C 1
Total 19

Table A3
Summary of significance test for linear regression at the 0.05 significance level. This table accompanies Figs. 5 and 6. Squared correlation coefficient (R2) and F-statistic are
presented for the three periods shown. They were calculated to investigate the linear relationship between severity and duration (ds vs. dd), severity and length of path (ds vs. L),
as well as length of path and duration (L vs. dd). The cases in which there is a significant linear relationship between the variables are indicated (*). The above occurs when F-
statistic < significance level (rejection of the null hypothesis).

ds vs. dd ds vs. L L vs. dd

Period R2 F-statistic R2 F-statistic R2 F-statistic

over-the-year droughts
1901–1935 0.58 0.000590* 0.31 0.023733* 0.80 0.000003*
1936–1970 0.73 0.001571* 0.48 0.025365* 0.88 0.000070*
1971–2013 0.67 0.000004* 0.58 0.000036* 0.74 0.0000003*
within-year droughts
1901–1935 0.71 0.002244* 0.39 0.055464 0.18 0.214882
1936–1970 0.20 0.109521 0.29 0.046999 0.05 0.462389
1971–2013 0.52 0.007941* 0.41 0.025330* 0.44 0.018508*
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Fig. A1. Monthly drought areas for the years where droughts were reported in the Emergency Events Database (EM-DAT) (Guha-Sapir, 2018) and Bhalme and Mooley (1980).
The percentage of drought area is pointed out. It is presented droughts of 1905, 1911, 1915, 1918, 1920, 1941 and 1942. The onset ([) and end (]) are indicated (Sect. 2.3.2 for
details).
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Fig. A2. Same as Fig. A1 but for droughts of 1951, 1964, 1965, 1966, 1972, 1974 and 1979.
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Fig. A3. Same as Fig. A1 but for droughts of 1982, 1987, 1993, 1996, 2000, 2002 and 2009.
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Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1906-1908
1911-1913
1921-1923
1924-1926
1927-1929
1929-1931
1935-1937
1939-1941
1942-1944
1944-1946
1948-1950
1951-1953
1962-1964
1969-1971
1975-1977
1980-1982
1994-1996
1998-2000
2002-2004

drought of the first semester drought of the second semester drought of more than two months

Fig. A4. Droughts of two months duration. Occurrence is indicated for droughts of the first and second semester, as well as for those of more than two months. In each row,
months are displayed for a period of three years, from January (1) to December (12). The month from the first to the third year of that period is shown in each column. Some
two-month droughts appear to be remnants or starts of droughts of others with longer durations.
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Fig. A5. Relative frequency of path direction of the over-the-year droughts in India (1901–1935).
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Fig. A7. Same as Fig. A5 but for 1971–2013.
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Fig. A6. Same as Fig. A5 but for 1936–1970.
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Fig. A9. Same as Fig. A8 but for 1936–1970.
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Fig. A8. Relative frequency of path direction of the within-year droughts in India (1901–1935).
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Fig. A10. Same as Fig. A8 but for 1971–2013.
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